
Cataract Rapids along a river, such as
those along the Nile in Egypt.

City-state A political unit consisting of a city
and its surrounding countryside.

Civil servants Workers whose primary duty is to serve
the government and its citizens.

Code of Hammurabi
The set of laws drawn up by Babylonian king
Hammurabi dating to the 18th century BC, the
earliest legal code known in its entirety. "An eye for
an eye."

Cuneiform An ancient wedge-shaped script
used in Mesopotamia (Sumer).

Delta A low triangular area where a river
divides before entering a larger body of

water.

Dynasties Periods of time in Chinese history where
there is one ruling family that holds

power for many generations.

Empire A group of countries under a
single authority.

Fertile Crescent A geographical area of fertile land in the
Middle East stretching in a broad semicircle
from the Nile to the Tigris and Euphrates.

Grid system First set up in the Indus River Valley. This
system created streets that connected at
right angles to form a pattern of squares.



Hieroglyphics An ancient Egyptian writing system in
which pictures were used to represent

ideas and sounds.

Irrigation The watering of dry land by
means of canals or pipes.

Mandate of Heaven A political theory in which those in power
were given the right to rule from a divine

source.

Mesopotamia First civilization located between the
Tigris & Eurphrates Rivers in present day

Iraq.

Monsoons Strong seasonal winds that bring
heavy rains. Common in India

Mummification A process of embalming and drying
corpses to prevent them from decaying.

Oracle bones Animal bones carved with written
characters which were used for telling the

future. Seen in China

Papyrus Paper made from the papyrus plant by cutting it in
strips and pressing it flat., Egyptian paper; made
from reed plants found along the Nile

Pharaoh A king of ancient Egypt, considered a god
as well as a political and military leader.

Pyramid A huge triangular tomb built by the
Egyptians and other peoples.



Pyramids Giant tombs built for the
pharaohs of Egypt.

Scribes People trained to write using the earliest
forms of writing before literacy was

widespread.

Silt A mixture of tiny bits of soil and rock
carried and deposited by a river.

Subcontinent A large and distinctive landmass that is a distinct part
of some continent., a large and distinctive landmass
(as India) that is a distinct part of some continent

Theocracy Government headed by
religious leaders.

Ziggurat A rectangular tiered temple or terraced
mound erected by the ancient Sumerians


